Answers to Different opinions – exercises

Preparation

1. c  
2. e  
3. d  
4. b  
5. f  
6. a

1. Check your understanding: true or false

1. True  
2. False  
3. True  
4. True  
5. True  
6. False  
7. False  
8. True

2. Check your understanding: gap fill

1. summer holiday  
2. was awful  
3. your teacher  
4. really good  
5. way! Really?  
6. the time  
7. loads  
8. embarrassing  
9. my favourite  
10. really well  
11. much homework  
12. to disagree  
13. brilliant teacher  
14. with you

3. Check your understanding: multiple selection

1. Good, thanks. | Mmm, it was all right. | Amazing! | Great, thanks. | Awful.  
2. Really?! | Yeah, mine too. | No way! | Is he?! | Yeah! I like him too.  
3. Yeah, I see your point. | Yeah, I see what you mean. | But she makes you speak French all the time! | Yeah, but it's so embarrassing! | That's true.  
4. I know! I love her! | Yeah, I agree with you there. | Do you like her? I'm not sure. | Yes, she is! | Finally, we agree about something!